Drawing Session 4: Siting Angles
Locating angles and using schematics
“Straight Lines are measurable directional angles that efficiently convey a great deal of
information…
Strength of composition comes from these interlocking shapes and angles.
“In art, harmony refers to the proportional relationships between parts—the perfect balance
between diverse elements. Most people have an innate sense of harmony without ever having
formally studied the subject.
We are intrinsically sensitive to well balanced parts because we live in an ordered, natural
environment where we recognize the symmetry in a person’s face, for instance, or experience the
rhythm of the seasons over the course of a year. We sense an order in the very build of our bodies,
the way our fingers relate to our hand, the hand relates to the arm and so forth. Often we
instinctively feel this rightness without consciously identifying it.
Harmony occurs when the different size parts relate to each other and the whole, in a similar
and balanced way. Because good proportion feels natural, we often notice it only when a problem
arises.”
Juliette Aristides –Lessons in Classical
Drawing

• Worksheets are excerpts from Juliette Aristides ‘Lessons in
Classical Drawing’.
• Exercise: Using a ruler, we will identify the angles and note their relation to hands
on clock.
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Siting Angles & Using Schematics in your Drawings…

difficult to understand what we are seeing at first glance A schema gives us a simplified point of
reference that we can use to compare with the visual world…
Personally, I find schemas for drawing essential because if used in the right way, they can cause us to
look more carefully at the visual world. When you find a way to identify and link a small line segment
into a bigger shape, you enlarge its context. By finding circles, triangles, squares, and so forth, you are
forced to move away from the ‘word picture’ or pictograph mentality into a world of more subtle and
astute observation. So think of the schema as a teacher leading you to greater observation. Breaking
down the world into smaller abstract shapes can offer an efficient way of organizing the vast visual
information at the beginning stage of your drawing.
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Image taken from Lessons in Classical Drawing by Juliette Aristides

Image taken from article entitled ‘Drawing the Hand’ by Robert T. Barrett, Artist Magazine July/August 2012
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Use tracing paper over the image below & a ruler to locate and record as many angles as you can. Look for
repeating lines, radiating lines, matching angles, symmetry and proportional segments.
Study of a woman’s head by Leonardo DaVinci
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Painting by Carl von Marr
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